NORFOLK, VA. — A huge gun turret packed with gunpowder exploded on the battleship USS Iowa near Puerto Rico on Wednesday, killing at least 47 sailors in one of the worst naval disasters since the Vietnam War.

The death toll from the accident, during a gunnery exercise, "could go higher, but we don't know at this point," said Lt. Cmdr. Steve Burnett, a spokesman for the Atlantic Fleet, based in Norfolk.

The number of crewmen injured had not been determined, he said.

Two ships participating in the same exercise collided Wednesday night about 500 miles east of Jacksonville, Fla., causing one minor injury, said Archie Halloran, a civilian public affairs officer at Norfolk.

Another the USS Plaat, a fleet oiler, nor the frigate USS Tripp was in danger of sinking, Galoway said. The ships were not in the same area as the Iowa.

Iowa crewmen put out a fire in the gun turret, which supports three of the ship's nine 16-inch guns, flooded several compartments holding explosives as a precaution, and demurred a deadly explosion, said Lt. Cmdr. Chris Baumann, another spokesman for the fleet.

The fire was in the second of two forward turrets at the loading position of the middle gun turret, said Bruce Nason, a Navy spokesman at the Pentagon.

There also is a turret at the back of the Iowa.

It took 10 minutes after the 10 a.m. explosion to extinguish the fire.

The Iowa rendezvoused at midafternoon with the aircraft carrier USS Coral Sea, which carries three doctors and has full medical facilities, Baumann said.

The damage to the Iowa was extensive. The village is near Los Angeles, Calif., was picked up just outside Guasave, the spokesman said.

"We have to think of what could have occurred but would not speculate further," said, but, "We don't know how many were in there at the time."

Mark Newton, a former Marine who spent a week as a guest on the Iowa in 1987 and now is curator of the permanently docked USS Massachusetts in Fall River, Mass., explained how a shell is loaded.

After the shell is placed in the gun, a door is opened to the gun room from the powder hold room, he said. Cylindrical powder bags, containing about 110 pounds of powder, are then rammed behind the shell and what is called a breech plug is sealed to prevent the leakage of powder gases.

Newton said there were "at least five" stages in the firing process when the explosion could have occurred but would not speculate further.

The training exercise to improve fleet readiness began April 13 and involved 19,000 people aboard 29 U.S. ships, 3 allied ships and shore-based aircraft, Baumann said.

They were 1,600 people aboard the ship, including Vice Adm. Jeremiah Johnson, commander of U.S. 2nd Fleet.

In Washington, President Bush was asked during a photo session with congressional leaders to comment on the explosion.

"It is a great tragedy and a matter of terrible sadness," he said.
Capitol Records won the right to begin exclusive distribution of the album "Soldier of Love," a new Donny Osmond recording, and a dispute between the record company and another record producer. Former Lt. Gov. Mike Bahr, head of Capitol Records, had contended he gained exclusive rights to distribute the song "Soldier of Love" and other songs recently recorded by Bahr. But U.S. district Judge Paul Technique ruled on Friday that a March 6 agreement gave Capitol the right to distribute the new album.

1,000 people packed a synagogue Wednesday to remember Yigal Yehoshua Aloni, who was last year when he was killed by a roadside bomb that had been concealed in a pump-type toothpaste dispenser at the Alon Sugar Works near New Hope, Pa., on April 12. A coroner ruled Tuesday that Yehoshua Aloni, the son of Yigal Yehoshua Aloni, had died of wounds he received in a bomb explosion at an Indianapolis K mart store. She was killed by the same massive explosion that killed 13 soldiers, 21 civilians, and 2 U.S. airmen.

Lucille Ball, the zany redhead of TV fame, was in critical condition Tuesday after seven hours of emergency heart surgery during which she received heart tissue donated from a 27-year-old man. The 77-year-old comedienne suffered a heart attack at her Beverly Hills home Tuesday, and arrived at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center with her husband, Gary Morton. Doctors said her condition was serious but stable. Miss Ball was still unconscious 12 hours after the surgery.

Christine Walsh
Assistant News Editor

We could abolish extra-curricular assignments forever if we would just give 4.0's the first time around. In the ideal world we would all just be academic machines, cranking out tests and grades in neat little unnatural progressions and papers like the New York Times crossword. Unfortunately, this is not nirvana, this is Notre Dame.

DOOMSDAY.

A scrawled in huge red letters at the top of my calender this month. Beneath this, I've written the exact date that Doomsday happens.

No, Doomsday's not the day that the greater part of the California coast falls into the Pacific, but the 2nd of December - it's the day I have another major research paper due.

Yes, you read that right, the same paper that I intended to start the second week of the semester so it would be ready to publish next week. Ya, sure.

Let the descent into academic hell begin.

Hardly a wasted day goes by, and still I cannot find time to accomplish half of what I should or want to do.

We all take five class a semester (with math). Yet, my professor's rules would like to believe that theirs is the only one. The History of Rational Thinkers in an Irrational World Laden with Death and War may be a perfectly interesting and inspiring class. But we're always on a choice between getting five instead of four hours of sleep a night, having clean underwear, and doing "suggested readings." For my History of Rational...class, sorry to say, I'll usually break down and choose one of the other two options.

And what are "suggested readings anyway?" Rumors have it that they are for are for us who devour the books on the required reading list (weeks in advance of their assigned dates) and then hanker for MORE. Not a bad thing all together, in theory, but who are we kidding? For the most part, required readings tend to be the "suggested readings" we have finished the week before. We rarely have the opportunity to finish those readings, let alone extra another one, no matter how fascinating they may be.

Another errant concept that prevails is that of the "extra-credit assignment." There are only two reasons for offering them: 1.) to provide more work for those who have finished the required readings and still do not feel fulfilled, and 2.) to "help" those who performed less well in the first place. Though I am no Gallup pollster, I would venture to say that the second reason is the more popular of the two.

Teenie, Lisa Willoughby insists she is just a regular teen-ageer. Her mother calls her a miracle because of the anencephalic donor he was the body of the 15-year-old Lisa was the youngest heart transplant patient at Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis in July 1987. Just a few months after she was transplanted as having congestive heart failure she had a new heart. Ten days after the surgery Lisa was home, predicted to live a healthy and normal life.

Well-wishers showered money gifts in an outpouring of support Wednesday for 5-year-old, Erin Rower who lost her left hand in a bomb explosion at an Indianapolis K mart store. She may recover only partial sight in her left eye as a result of the blast Monday night, Methodist Hospital physicians said. A pipe bomb had been concealed in a pump-type toothpaste dispenser that the child picked up while shopping with her mother.

Pigeons’ days in Terre Haute may be numbered if the City Council goes through with a $2,350 proposal to get rid of the birds. Council members are considering a proposal from Daniel Budde of Northview, Ill., who says he can help officials rid the city of 90 percent of its pigeon population. Councilman Larry Kirchner told his colleagues during a meeting last week that Budde’s plan entails trapping the pigeons and selling them to a breeder. The breeder in turn would mate them for the purpose of producing squab, a nestling pigeon that many people consider a delicacy. Kirchner said.

**MARKET UPDATE**

On April 20:

- In 1992: Scientists Marie and Pierre Curie isolated the radioactive element Polonium.
- In 1971: The U. S. Supreme Court upheld the use of bowing to achieve racial desegregation in public schools.
- In 1975: A Korean Air Lines Boeing 707 crashed in northwestern Russia after being fired on by a Soviet airship. Two passengers were killed.
- In 1988: President Reagan signed a $16 billion Social Security rescue bill, designed to prevent bankruptcy of the trust fund by the early 2000s.
- Ten Years Ago: A bomb seriously damaged the Palace of the Senators, the Senate city hall designed by Michelangelo.

**ALMANAC**

**Weather**

Catch some rays

Mostly sunny and mild today. Highs in the 70s. Mostly clear tonight. Lows in the 40s. Mostly sunny and warmer Friday. Highs in the 70s.

**WEATHER**

**MARKET UPDATE**

Clearings for Wed., April 19, 1989

**Dow Jones**

+$7.51
Closed at 2326.51

**S&P 500**

+$11 to 307.16

**Currency exchange**

Mark  .0037 to 1.8550 DM / S
Yen 99 to 132.45 ¥ /$ 

**Precious Metals**

Gold  $40.10 to $383.40 / oz.
Silver  $1.5e to $7.950 oz.

Source: Potential Radio Securities

**OF INTEREST**

Notre Dame Encounter participants please bring ID numbers to the Campus Ministry Office, Tuesday, April 18 through April 25 for the end of the year picnic which will be held at 4 p.m. April 30 at the Fatima Retreat Center.

College of Science Dean’s Run will be held Sunday, April 30, at 11 a.m. The race is 7 km long (twice around the lakes) beginning at Carroll College Office and will be given to all participants. Sign up in the College of Science Dean’s Office, second floor, Nieuwland Science Hall.

An Italian Lunch is being served at the Center for Social Concerns today from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Proceeds go to the CILA Mexico project.

ISO Board applications are due today by 6 p.m. in the ISO Office, LaFortune. A presentation on Puerto Rico, sponsored by ISO, will be held at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the ISO lounge.
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On April 20:

- In 1902: Scientists Marie and Pierre Curie isolated the radioactive element Polonium.
- In 1971: The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the use of bowing to achieve racial desegregation in public schools.
- In 1975: A Korean Air Lines Boeing 707 crashed in northwestern Russia after being fired on by a Soviet airship. Two passengers were killed.
- In 1988: President Reagan signed a $16 billion Social Security rescue bill, designed to prevent bankruptcy of the trust fund by the early 2000s.
- Ten Years Ago: A bomb seriously damaged the Palace of the Senators, the Senate city hall designed by Michelangelo.
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College of Science Dean’s Run will be held Sunday, April 30, at 11 a.m. The race is 7 km long (twice around the lakes) beginning at Carroll College Office and will be given to all participants. Sign up in the College of Science Dean’s Office, second floor, Nieuwland Science Hall.

An Italian Lunch is being served at the Center for Social Concerns today from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Proceeds go to the CILA Mexico project.
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Mostly sunny and mild today. Highs in the 70s. Mostly clear tonight. Lows in the 40s. Mostly sunny and warmer Friday. Highs in the 70s.
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On April 20:

- In 1902: Scientists Marie and Pierre Curie isolated the radioactive element Polonium.
- In 1971: The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the use of bowing to achieve racial desegregation in public schools.
- In 1975: A Korean Air Lines Boeing 707 crashed in northwestern Russia after being fired on by a Soviet airship. Two passengers were killed.
- In 1988: President Reagan signed a $16 billion Social Security rescue bill, designed to prevent bankruptcy of the trust fund by the early 2000s.
- Ten Years Ago: A bomb seriously damaged the Palace of the Senators, the Senate city hall designed by Michelangelo.
**1988-89 band awards announced**

By Cathy Flynn  
Staff Reporter

Band awards for the 1988-89 season were given out Tuesday at the spring banquet of the Elk’s Club in South Bend. “It was a nice surprise,” said senior Kent Jafris, of his Service Award. Senior Laura Silva also won this new award, which was presented by Bob Casey, president of band alumni.

Kathy Barrett and Randy Westmoreland were given graduate assistant director plaques. Alleen Goodwine, Matt Mickie, Allison Eullit, and Rob Fenns received the President’s Award, Vice-President’s Award, Secretary’s Award and the Treasurer’s Award respectively.

Sharon Repik was presented with the Gerald Smith Memorial Prize. Mark Taylor was presented with the Smith Memorial Prize. By ASHOK RODRIGUES  
Staff Reporter

As part of a new cable series, the University of Notre Dame is producing several television shows on the issues of social and legal ethics. The series, entitled “Hard Choices,” will be aired on the Vision Interfaith Satellite Network. According to Denny Moore of the Department of Public Relations, this new series is comprised of organizations representing over 20 denominations.

The whole idea of the series is that there are societal concerns that not only require a response from society itself, but also require a personal response,” said Father Richard Warner, counselor to University President Father Edward Malloy.

Notre Dame’s shows, which are produced by Golden Dome Productions, are hosted by local anchorpeople Mike Collins and Maureen McFadden.

Notre Dame’s first contribution, which was unveiled Wednesday, detailed the issue of homelessness in America. The program stressed that most homeless people are not outcasts of society, but merely victims of circumstances beyond their control.

David Link, dean of the Notre Dame Law School, was featured on the show. He said that, “if you ask me what the solution is, in all honesty I don’t have the vaguest idea,” but that each individual had a duty to help solve the problem. Also partaking in series will be the Trinity Episcopal Parish on Wall Street in New York, and the Lutheran Medical Center. Each contributor will produce four shows for the first part of the series. A show by each group will be aired each week.

“If all goes well, the series will expand and we will continue to be involved,” said Moore. He said that the University will probably have its own show every week, instead of alternating with other organizations.

According to Warner, the Vision network currently reaches over 6 million households and broadcasts 15 hours a day. The network should reach 20 million households by the end of the week.

**1988-89 ND student financial aid figures show total of $53 million**

By SARAH VOIGT  
Senior Staff Reporter

The amount of financial aid received by Notre Dame students during the 1988-89 academic year will total approximately $53 million, $3 million more than the previous year, according to its financial aid figures. The $53 million figure includes the total value of financial aid allotted in the form of scholarships, loans, ROTC scholarships, campus employment, and fellowships.

Director of Financial Aid Joseph Russo cites three reasons for the $3 million increase in available aid. “As costs (tuition) increase, students need more financial aid. The second factor is that each student accepted is very bright and we can't afford to offer only stipend packages. The third factor is because of the huge number of students coming to Notre Dame this year, we had to increase our approximating costs.”

The additional available aid is in the form of scholarships and grants. This increase in financial aid is due to the efforts of the national campaign, Irish of the Year, which raised $60 million for student financial aid. Russo states that this increase in available aid is due to several factors. From the University President to the Dean of Admission, everyone at Notre Dame is responsible for raising funds for the University. Russo states that “Notre Dame would not do as well in terms of scholarships. We hope that the Notre Dame Campaign for funds will bring in $60 million, which is more scholarship money to the University.”

The Notre Dame Campaign is in its third year and has already raised more than $50 million for the College. Russo speculates that the overall amount of financial aid given to Notre Dame’s students is only a fraction of what other private universities of similar sizes and costs. Russo, however, said that Notre Dame “would not do as well in terms of scholarships. We hope that the Notre Dame Campaign for funds will bring in $60 million, which is more scholarship money to the University.”

What’s new? Read us and find out.

**ND part of cable TV series**

ND part of cable TV series

A WEEK-LONG SHAKESPEARE CELEBRATION

APRIL 22 & 23  
7:00 PM - Faculty Dining Room  
AN ELIZABETHAN BANQUET BY CANDLELIGHT

An elaborate four-course Elizabethan menu

Singers, Dancers, Musicians, Jugglers, Acrobats: An “Interlude”

Reservations: 288-4655 (ask for Mrs. Maza)

Faculty $25.00Students $20.00

APRIL 24  
8:00 PM - Bendix Theater, Century Center  
“ONE MAN IN HIS TIME”: AN EVENING WITH SHAKESPEARE

Starring noted Chicago actor: James O’Reilly

“A brilliant performance”

All Student Tickets: $4.00 - at Bendix Theater, Century Center

APRIL 24-27  
7:00 PM - Engineering Auditorium  
A SHAKESPEARE FILM MINI-SERIES

Midsummer Night’s Dream  
- April 24

Ran (acclaimed Japanese King Lear)  
- April 25

Henry V  
- April 26

Henry VIII  
- April 27

APRIL 28 & 29  
8:00 PM Bendix Theater, Century Center  
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING

A production by the Four Winds Group Company

All Student Tickets: $4.00 - at Bendix Theater
**Fish oil helps high blood pressure**

Associated Press

BOSTON—Large doses of fish oil can relieve mild high blood pressure and may work as well as some commonly used prescription drugs, a study concludes.

Many claims have been made about the seeming benefits of fish oil on the heart and circulatory system, but convincing data to back up these beliefs have been scarce and many experts remain dubious.

The latest study, conducted on 33 white males, provides some of the strongest evidence yet to support at least one of fish oil's reputed merits.

Fish oil seemed to work about as well as two mainstays of blood pressure therapy—diuretics and the beta-blocker drug propranolol.

However, the amounts taken were much higher than the doses usually suggested by manufacturers of widely advertised brands of fish oil capsules. In fact, when taken at the recommended doses, the oil did not change the subjects' blood pressure.

Other studies have suggested that fish oil can prevent heart disease by repairing damaged arteries, lowering dangerously high cholesterol levels and slowing the blood's tendency to clot.

Drs. Howard Knapp and Garrett Fitzgerald, the researchers who conducted the latest study at Vanderbilt University, have been among fish oil skeptics. Both said they were surprised to find that it seemed to work. But they cautioned that people should not exchange their blood pressure pills for fish oil until doctors know more about its effectiveness and safety.

"For the time being, we are taking a cautious approach and not recommending it as a therapy for high blood pressure," Knapp said in an interview. "Certainly I wouldn't throw away my propranolol and start taking fish oil instead."

At Boston's Beth Israel Hospital, Dr. Richard Pasternak said doctors should wait for the results of several large studies now under way before making up their minds about fish oil.

**USS Iowa Gun Cut-Away**

**USS Iowa** has nine 16-inch guns on three turrets, each with three turrets.

- **Guns**
  - 910-pound projectile
  - Flat (deck)

- **Powder keg**
  - Powder charges are loaded into the guns separately from the projectiles.

- **Lower projectile (lack)**
  - Guns: "Towa Class"
  - Bearings: By Robert
  - Sumit and Tim Winstead

**Guns** continued from page 1

"I will take this opportunity to express my regrets, especially to the families of the kids that were killed," Bush said. He called it a "terrible tragedy to lose a lot of fine young lives.

In addition to its massive 16-inch guns, the 887-foot Iowa is equipped with 12 five-inch guns, the 887-foot Iowa is to lose a lot of fine young lives."

The total ban on dial-a-porn never was imposed because a federal judge in California ruled that the 1988 law could be applied only to obscene, not merely indecent, phone messages.

U.S. District Judge Wallace Tashima in Los Angeles said outlawing non-obscene messages, even though they may be inappropriate for minors, violates the free-speech protections of the Constitution's First Amendment. The government appealed the ruling to the Supreme Court.

**Center for Spirituality Saint Mary's College**

The Fifth Annual Madeleva Lecture in Spirituality

"Passionate Women: Two Medieval Mystics"

The Lives of Hildegard and Bingen and Hadewijch of Antwerp

Elizabeth Dreyer

Assistant Professor of Theology, Washington (D.C.) Theological Union

Thursday, April 20, 7:30 p.m.

Moreau Hall Little Theatre

ADMISSION FREE

For further information, contact the Center for Spirituality 219/284-4636

**Saint Mary's College**

NOTRE DAME • INDIANA
The ship came to Seward for refueling, and probably would be in port all day, said Coast Guard Capt. Rene Roussel. The oil spilled March 24 by an Exxon tanker is becoming very thick and difficult to deal with as it weathers, Roussel said.

"We don't know how it (the Vaidogubsky) is going to work in the kind of oil we're skimming," he said. "Our goal is to get in the oil. We'll probably use it in Resurrection Bay for awhile."

The Vaidogubsky works with two motorboats that drag a boom to corral the oil. Then two pipes working like 100-foot strawips dip into the oil and suck it onto the larger ship, said a Soviet crewman who spoke in halting English.

If there's not enough oil there to justify its continued use, the Coast Guard will move it "to where the oil is. Nuka Bay is our most likely plan," he said. The Vaidogubsky probably will be available for 30 days, Roussel said. It's unclear who will pay its fuel and operating costs, he said.

Exxon has promised to pay the costs of the total cleanup effort. Seward this week became the first town outside Prince William Sound to handle the costs of the total cleanup effort.

The oil has been streaming into the Gulf of Alaska from Prince William Sound where the tanker Exxon Valdez hit a reef and spilled 10.1 million gallons of North Slope crude oil.

Skimming in the often stormy gulf has been hampered by high seas because the small boats now in operation can handle seas only to about 5 feet. Seas recently have run as high as 12 feet.

The Coast Guard has about 20 skimmers working in the sound and the gulf.

Leaving school has never been so easy.

It's not surprising that so many students move with Ryder. We've got sturdy, dependable trucks in all sizes. Many are automatics, with power steering, air conditioning, and PM on top of the AM. Plus, Ryder can help out with boxes, hand trucks, even moving tips. And we're easy on the wallet, too.

CALL RYDER TRUCKS AT THESE LOCATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>800-333-7650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>800-337-7650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RYDER. We're there at every turn.
The University of Notre Dame received $1,143,752 in grants during March for support of research and various programs. Research funds totaled $994,025, including:

- $175,000 from the National Science Foundation for research by Stephen Lundeen, professor of physics, on fast beam elementary particle physics.
- $100,000 from the National Institutes of Health for research by Morton Fuchs, chairman and professor of physics.
- $46,600 from the National Science Foundation for research by Vicki Martin, associate professor of physics, and Howard Blacksheard, associate professor of mathematics, on neutron scattering in three space by Brian Smyth, professor of computer science, and Fredrico Xavier, associate professor of mathematics, on the Critical Edition of the Lives of the Brothers.
- $21,750 from the National Endowment for the Humanities for research by John Van Engen, director of the Medieval Institute and associate professor of history.
- $40,000 from the National Endowment for the Humanities for research by Teresa Krier, assistant professor of English, on the decoyms of violence in Edmund Spencer.

- Use of computing from the National Institutes of Health for computing for a theoretical study of organic high-energy processes and the design of computer applications.

- $40,222 from the National Science Foundation for research opportunities for engineering undergraduates in civil engineering, administered by William Gray, chairman and Maximus professor of civil engineering.

- $9,072 from the National Science Foundation for research on photon affinity probes of chemistry, Newland professor of science in chemistry, and Eliot Church professor of physics.

- $25,000 from the National Science Foundation for research on adaptive signal and image processing by Yih-Fang Huang, associate professor of electrical and computer engineering, and Rues-Wen Liu, Freimann professor of electrical and computer engineering.

- $1,143,752 from the National Science Foundation for research on computing for a theoretical study of organic high-energy processes and the design of computer applications.

- $53,000 from the U.S. Navy for research on selectivity in materials science.

- $75,000 from the U.S. Navy for a study of electronic transport and breakdown on silicon dioxide by Wolfgang Porod, associate professor of electrical and computer engineering.

- $53,000 from the National Science Foundation for research on the Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics by Troy Bogg, faculty fellow, and Roger Skurski, director of the Center for the Study of Contemporary American Literature.

- $10,000 from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Goddard Space Center for research by Daniel Costello, professor of civil engineering.

- $4,964 from Bendix Engineering Corporation for research in materials science and engineering, conducted by Alan Pelton, assistant professor of materials science and engineering, and advanced aluminum-based alloys.

- $500 from the National Institutes of Health for research by John Duman, associate dean of the College of Science and professor of biological sciences, connected with the Minority High School Student Research Apprentice Program.

- $53,000 from the National Endowment for the Humanities for research by Theresa Krier, assistant professor of English, on the decoyms of violence in Edmund Spencer.

- $40,222 from the National Science Foundation for research opportunities for engineering undergraduates in civil engineering, administered by William Gray, chairman and Maximus professor of civil engineering.

- $39,072 from the National Science Foundation for research on photon affinity probes of chemistry, Newland professor of science in chemistry, and Eliot Church professor of physics.

- $25,000 from the National Science Foundation for research on adaptive signal and image processing by Yih-Fang Huang, associate professor of electrical and computer engineering, and Rues-Wen Liu, Freimann professor of electrical and computer engineering.

- $53,000 from the U.S. Navy for research on selectivity in materials science.

- $75,000 from the U.S. Navy for a study of electronic transport and breakdown on silicon dioxide by Wolfgang Porod, associate professor of electrical and computer engineering.

- $53,000 from the National Science Foundation for research on the Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics by Troy Bogg, faculty fellow, and Roger Skurski, director of the Center for the Study of Contemporary American Literature.

- $10,000 from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Goddard Space Center for research by Daniel Costello, professor of civil engineering.

- $4,964 from Bendix Engineering Corporation for research in materials science and engineering, conducted by Alan Pelton, assistant professor of materials science and engineering, and advanced aluminum-based alloys.

- $500 from the National Institutes of Health for research by John Duman, associate dean of the College of Science and professor of biological sciences, connected with the Minority High School Student Research Apprentice Program.
North’s lawyer ends defense

Associated Press

WASHINGTON—Oliver North’s lawyer, in an emotional final argument Wednesday, portrayed the former White House aide as a sacrificial lamb, a scapegoat and a hostage, and implored jurors in his trial to “set him free.”

“Oliver North never wanted to be a defendant,” said Brendan Sullivan.

“He just wants to go home.”

But prosecutor John Keker, having the last word, asked the jury to “return a verdict of guilty in each and every count of the 12 charges.”

Various eyewitnesses, women and 3 men who will decide North’s fate were sent home. They will return Thursday to hear their deliberations after instructions from U.S. district Judge Gerhard Gesell. During deliberation, the jury will be sequenced for the first time since the Iran-Contra trial began.

In his hour-long rebuttal, Keker said it had been an “unhappy, unpleasant, miserable criminal trial,” and dismissed Sullivan’s closing argument with a Shakesperian touch: “It was all sound and fury, signifying nothing.”

“You have heard a lot about courage at this trial,” Keker said. “There’s another kind of courage, courage, to admit when you are wrong, courage to admit personal responsibility, courage to admit guilt where appropriate. He (North) has not admitted any of those things; it’s time for you to do so.”

It was end of the two tough days for North, a former Marine lieutenant colonel whose power while he was at the National Security Council was substantial. His face paled and he busied himself with writing while Keker denounced him; he looked at the jury while Sullivan pleaded for him.

“Government has not shown criminal behavior,” Sullivan said. “The man who held the lives of others in his hands, now puts his life into yours.”

The reference was to North’s protecting names of people he dealt with by shredding or altering documents, which Sullivan saw as “a reasonable thing to do.”

Keker had another explanation: “He was destroying documents deliberately so they wouldn’t find what he didn’t want them to find.”

During arguments, North’s mood brightened and he joined his wife, who was speaking with him in the front row of spectators.

Sullivan, choked with emotion, said to jurors: “I ask you, on the evidence, to set him free,” said Sullivan.

In the spectator section, behind North at the defense table, were his wife and three of his four children. But he had not been at the trial before, but it was a first for the children. During a recess, Keker and his youngest daughter by the hand and walked with her down the front of the courtroom.

North is charged with 12 criminal counts, including lying to Congress and destroying or altering evidence, illegally converting traveler’s checks to his own use.

The heart of campus life. Previews, reviews, features, futures etc.

Turn to us every Friday.

North's lawyer ends defense

Security tightened at animal labs

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS—Security is being increased around research laboratories at Indiana-Purdue of Indianapolis out of concern for the recent protests by militant animal rights activists.

Some activists protestng the treatment of laboratory animals have resorted to such tactics as bomb threats, break-ins at research facilities, theft of research animals and the practical value of animals, says George Stookey, chair­man of the IUPUI animal care committee, which oversees wide-ranging studies involving thousands of animals.

“These are really terrorist-type activities,” he says. “We take it all very seriously.”

Stookey said lab security has been stepped up on the IUPUI campus, which has three schools of medicine and dentistry and the Purdue School of Science.

The added precautions are in response an April 3 fire at the Laboratory of Our Lady of Loretto. A bac­terial strain of scarlet fever was introduced into the laboratory through the break-in, prompting a campus-wide lock-down.

The University of Arizona in Tucson, a group called Animal Liberation Front claimed re­sponsibility for the blaze, which caused more than $100,000 damage, and also stole 1,300 animals—including mice that had been infected, as part of an experiment, with a germ potentially fatal to humans.

There have been no reports of threats or lab vandalism locally, but IUPUI researchers are on alert for any change, which might ever happen.

“Three years ago it was kind of if it didn’t happen here,” said Wendell McBury, IUPUI dean of research and sponsored programs. “I think that now people realize it could happen.”

The animal studies are continuing, with as many as 22 mil­lion animals used in the United States for research, education or product testing. Perhaps 90 percent of the tests are rodents. Many species, including cats, dogs and monkeys, are used. At Purdue’s West Lafayette campus, where about 7,000 research animals are housed, the ranks even include llamas.

Last year, an animal rights movement mounted a mass letter-writing campaign that resulted in a Cornell University professor for­feiting a $530,000 grant to study the effects of barbiturate withdrawal on cats. The activists claimed the tests were inhumane and of no use to science.

That special-interest groups could determine the course of medical research is of great concern in the science community, which can no longer afford to take the movement lightly.

“What we’re doing is absolutely proper, appropriate and necessary,” Stookey said. “The problem as we see it is that our fellow citizens don’t understand that, they don’t know what we’re doing.”

Most of the medical breakthroughs of this century—from the polio vaccine to organ transplants— took place as a consequence of animal tests, and that to dispense with the experiments would devastate efforts to find a cure for incurable diseases such as cancer and AIDS, he said.

Gray continued from page 1
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“We're the best little store house in Michiana”
Dear Editor:
The Kinsey Report appeared at Theodore's last Saturday night and, before the performers were a half hour late, the audience something deeply tragic occurred. An object, probably a launched water balloon, was thrown through a window at the side of the stage and cut two members of the band, spreading glass all over the stage and most of the equipment. Thank fully no one was seriously hurt, but the Kinsey Report fell too uncomfortable to continue. They could have been badly cut and were not about to chance going back on stage.
The Kinsey Report came to entertain the students of Notre Dame and instead felt threatened by them. It's difficult to believe that the sling shoted balloon came through that window accidentally. One needed only to observe the lights and the noise emanating from the club to conclude that not only was there a performance going on, but also that there were probably many fans present. The intent of those responsible for this act is clear—to practice some dangerous and childish prank. However, the exact motive is still unknown, though some of the people affiliated with the band perceived the incident to be rather provocatively.

Notre Dame, as a Catholic institution, professes to be a loving community in the name of Christ. Yet, as one of the members of The Kinsey Report pointed out, "Actions speak louder than words." It is inconceivable that the Notre Dame philosophy fosters such actions in its students; a hypocrisy wherein we profess our beliefs as one thing, then turn around and do quite another. It is unfortunate when incidents like this occur at Notre Dame because there are a lot of positive aspects to this University. Regrettably, The Kinsey Report was not given the opportunity to perform. Perhaps, some day, they will be able to review and discover what these good things are. We must always remember that no matter how much we profess ourselves to be, there is always room for improvement. And it is our job to work together to attain what we profess.

To Ralph, Donald, Ken, Roy, Lester, Matt, and the rest of The Kinsey Report, we extend our deepest apologies on behalf of the entire University with the sincere hope that something like this does not happen again.

Mike Ford
Grace Hall
James Toth
Cavanagh Hall
April 17, 1989

Community members appreciate service effort

DOONESBURY

Dear Editor:
Our sincere thanks and appreciation to all who made the "Christmas in April" project such a huge success. The area never looked better.

We particularly want to thank all the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students who gave up a day to help in the clean-up fix-up paint-over. Also, to be thanked is the Notre Dame administration, the business and professional people who gave of their time and the staff of Neighborhood Housing Services for their help. Many, many hours spent in coordinating the project.

This is what "community" is all about.

Paul Hubbard
President
Northeast Neighborhood Council
April 12, 1989

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"The safe way to double your money is to fold it over once and put it in your pocket." — Frank Hubbard
An An Tostal update: St. Ed’s Charity Carnival

A twist to tradition--having fun and helping others

STEFANIE SNYDER
accent writer
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Murphy’s character is both dispicable and admirable. Not only is the priest an irresponsible drinker, but he is the father of an illegitimate child. As a priest he feels useless and admits “I can’t absolve myself.”

A ruthless Lieutenant, played by Duane J. DiFranco, relentlessly pursues the priest and in the process kills a total of 12 hostages in various villages for refusing to divulge the priest’s whereabouts. In the face of such a threat to his life and his fear of capture, the priest finds himself lured constantly by the needs of other people who ask him to say Mass, hear a confession, or to bless them.

Despite the fact that the villagers the priest comes across want him to go away, no one will turn him in. After another hostage is taken away, the priest exclaims, “I did my best. It’s your job to give me up. What do you expect of me? It’s my job not to get caught.” Later on, he tells prisoners in a jail cell about the reward for his capture and asks them, “Will nobody be my Judas?”

When the play opens, the members of the cast recite passages of Greene’s novel in the form of a narrative in stead of going directly into the dialogue. The various members of the cast are spread throughout the theatre, and the actors use the passages from the novel to set the scene as they walk towards the stage. Throughout the play, new scenes are marked by the actors narrating events followed by a return to the normal dialogue.

The Power and the Glory deals with political oppression, martyrdom, but most importantly, the sense of duty that a priest feels towards his fellow human beings and his God. The performance and its message will leave the audiences thinking about what they saw long after the curtain comes down.

Power and Glory a moving tale

ROBYN SIMMONS
Assistant Accent Editor

Sohemian Mexico during the anti-clerical purge of the 1930’s is the setting for “The Power and the Glory,” a powerful play about the strength of religion and the human spirit. This weekend in Washington Hall, the Notre Dame Communication and Theatre Department presents “The Power and the Glory,” the original English version of Graham Greene’s novel of the same name, and the result is both moving and spellbinding.

The innovative method in which the company interprets Greene’s novel and Michael Murphy’s performance as the “whiskey priest” on the run is what makes “The Power and the Glory” such a quality product. Murphy plays an alcoholic priest who is a fugitive of the revolutionary government, hiding out in the local villages. Murphy’s character is physically and spiritually exhausted, and Murphy’s haggard appearance is quite convincing.

Buzz McFlattop

Michael F. Muldown

Top Ten Albums

1. The Cult, “Firewoman 12”
2. The Connells, Fun & Games
3. Firehouse, fromOhio
4. Fugazi, Fugazi
5. XTC, Oranges and Lemons
6. Leaving Trains, Transpritional d:ices
7. Barbara Billingsly’s Ointment, “Raymond”
8. Robyn Hitchcock, Queen Elvis
9. Drivin’ n’ Cryin’, Mystery Road
10. The Clean, Compilation
Mazzilli leads Mets over Phils

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Lee Mazzilli's three-run pinch homer off Philadelphia Phillies reliever Dave Bedrosian with two out in the eighth inning gave the New York Mets a 5-3 victory over the Phillies on Wednesday night.

The Phillies had taken a 2-1 lead in the top of the eighth on Ricky Jordan's run-scoring single at Pittsburgh on Tuesday.

Kevin McReynolds led off the eighth for the Mets with a single Wednesday as the ninth batter to face Bedrosian in the fourth inning. On Tuesday night, the Pirates scored three runs in the third inning after Bedrosian walked four batters in the fourth.

Smith, considered the best fielding shortstop in the game, made a throwing error during a three-run rally by Pittsburgh in the fourth inning. On Tuesday night, the Pirates scored three runs in the third inning after Bedrosian walked four batters in the fourth.

Pirates 7, Cardinals 5

Bellard and Tom Prince each drove in two runs and Pittsburgh capitalized on an Ozzie Smith error for the second straight day as the Pirates beat the St. Louis Cardinals 7-5 Wednesday.

Smith, considered the best fielding shortstop in the game, made a throwing error during a three-run rally by Pittsburgh in the fourth inning. On Tuesday night, the Pirates scored three runs in the third inning after Bedrosian walked four batters in the fourth.

Expos 3, Cubs 2

Tigers 3, Twins 2

Matts Nokes' two-run ninth-inning stroll spoiled winning Frank Viola's $7.9 million birthday party Wednesday night for the Minnesota Twins.

Viola, 0-3, the 1988 American League Cy Young award winner, allowed a three-run shot by the Tigers in a 3-2 victory over the Minnesota Twins.

Wanted: FEMALE NON SMOKER TO

Shane's Blues Joint

254-7196

This is an all ages, all genders, non Smoking area.

This is an all ages, all genders, non Smoking area.

Do you have a blue & white Willie Nelson Strat owned by Country Legend Bob Dylan? Rumor has it he's lost his.

So Cal Call Members

We页 at the SMC Biology Club courtesy of SMC Biology Club

The Family of Joelia Sue Young wishes to thank everyone who came to Joelia Sue Young's wake at the Saint Mary's office.
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Last Week. Pick up handout in New Job Openings Received in Last Week. Pick up Handout in Career and Placement Services for Details.
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The sprint medley relay team and top three in their races.” said Head Coach Joe Piane. Kansas with high hopes. Playing in the Kansas Relays. Recently, the meet has not been as competitive, but this year the meet organizers recruited more of the top teams which should make the meet stronger again.

Notre Dame will send the sprint medley relay team and the 4x1 mile relay team to Kansas with high hopes.

Both of our relay teams should fair well this weekend,” said Head Coach Joe Piane. “They should challenge for the top three in their races.” The sprint medley relay team consists of Richard Culp, Xavier Victor, Yan Searcy, and Brian Peppard. The experienced 4x1 mile team includes Ryan Cahill, Mike Rogan, Tom O’Rourke, and Tom Markese. Markese, who recently qualified for the National meet in the 10,000 meter race, will anchor the relay team with a much shorter distance than he is accustomed to.

“Once again, the Notre Dame track splits for weekend

“The shorter distance and faster pace should do worlds of good for Markese,” stated Piane.

Markese agrees with Piane that it will help him running such a short distance. “It will definitely help my speed in the long run,” said Irish co-captain Markese. “The quicker pace should prepare me for the competition in the 10,000 meters.”

Other athletes traveling to Kansas are Glen Watson in the 110 meter high hurdles, John Cole in the high jump, and Kevin Whelan, and Brian Peppard in the 800 meters Relay members Searcy and Culp will also compete in the 400 meter race. Dan Garrett will abstain due to injury.

“The meet gives us a chance to run some relays we can’t usually run,” said Plane. “It also gives our individuals a chance to improve their time or height in a non-qualifying situation.”

The Indiana Intercollegiate meet will also offer great competition for the Irish. This, being a qualifying meet, is very important for many Notre Dame athletes.

John Stewart will be looking to qualify for the NCAA javelin competition, while numerous others will look to qualify in their individual events. Bill Hobbs will run a 10,000 while Shawn Schneider will run his first ever 5000 meter race. Jeff Smith, who has already qualified, will compete in the long jump and Scott Vandenberg will run the quarter mile.

Last year the Irish had eight athletes place in the top three in Indianapolis. This year may not be as successful since many of our top runners are going to Kansas.
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Irish sweep SW Michigan; Linn shuts down Roadrunners

By MARY GARINO
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame softball team was not very neighborly Wednesday when it hosted Tri State in both ends of a doubleheader, 6-0 and 8-6.

Notre Dame raised its record to 22-15 with the two wins over SW Michigan. In the first game, Megan Fay led a ten hit attack with an RBI double in the first inning for the only run the Irish would need. Fay later scored a run in the third inning when the Irish added two runs to their total.

In the bottom of the sixth inning, Dawn Boulac, who finished the game a perfect 3-0 at the plate, led off with a double and scored. Mary Verardi also scored for the last Irish run.

Freshman Missy Linn allowed only three hits in seven innings to improve her record to 17-11. Lynn struck out four and walked only one en route to the victory.

Notre Dame wasted no time scoring in the second game. Once again it was Fay who started the team off when she reached for a high pitch and drove it up the middle to score Ruth Kmak in the first inning.

The Irish exploded for seven runs on seven hits in the bottom of the second to put the game out of reach. The big hit for the team was provided by Kmak, who launched a single to right field with the bases loaded, scoring three runs. Later, two other players scored on Roadrunner miscues. Dawn Boulac scored in the bottom of the sixth to bring the Irish total to nine runs. SW Michigan scored its lone run in the top of the seventh.

Barb Mooney evened her record at 4-4 with a complete game performance. The Irish turned three double plays in the game. None of them pitched more than 2 1-3 innings. The high-scoring game and numerous pitching changes resulted in a game that lasted three hours and ten minutes. Notre Dame has scored a total of 22 runs in its last two games. Tri State, an NAIA school, lost 4-3 to Indiana earlier this season. Indiana defeated Notre Dame 16-9 last month. Notre Dame now is 11-0 in games decided by three runs or less. The Irish have won 16 of their last 18 games, including 12 of their last 13.

Both games were played without umpires. Coaches from each team substituted for umpires by mutual agreement.

Notre Dame will face a tough challenge this weekend when it participates in the DePaul Tournament in Chicago. The Irish will open play on Friday with a game against Wisconsin-Green Bay, a team that has already beaten the Irish twice this past season. Also on Friday Notre Dame will play Loyola an hour after the Wisconsin game. Loyola holds a less than respectable record of 1-29, and Notre Dame was responsible for three of those losses.

Notre Dame will continue play on Saturday with a game against the host team, DePaul, which has a 15-12 record.
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**Bookstore Basketball action continues today on all the courts, but life comes to a halt at Notre Dame beginning Friday as the tournament takes the weekend off to prepare for the final rounds.**

**Canadians get by Bruins**

The Flyers shrugged off a 76-minute delay resulting from a pre-game power failure to score the first two periods goals, both by Kerr, and surge into a 3-1 lead for the second straight game.

After Pittsburgh's 4-3 victory in the opener, there was no comeback this time as the aggressive Flyers keyed by Ron Hextall's clutch goalending short-circuited the Penguins' NHL record-setting power play, limiting them to one man-advantage goal in the final period.

To order your tickets, please call 1-800-451-6836 or ext. 9V.

---

**Friday Movie:**

**Beverly Hills Cop**

---

**ATTENTION:**

Grad Students, Professors, Employees

**MAPLE LANE APARTMENTS**

Less than 10 minutes from campus

**Offers**

- Pool, Clubhouse
- Washer & dryer in each apartment
- flexible leases

( also - furnished executive suites )

call for details - 277-3731

---

**Bookstore Tournament**

**Thursday's Games**

- 4:00 - Murphy's Bar over Hoosier Heroes by 12
- 4:45 - Flipper... vs. Nasty Norm... by 11
- 5:30 - 5 Guys Who Get... over We Can't Play... by 9
- 6:15 - No I in Team vs. to be determined

**Books 10**

- 4:45 - Corporate Raiders vs. The Keltic Savants
- 5:30 - MBA's vs. Barry Switzer, Al Capone...
- 6:15 - EZ Cats vs. The Faculty Jokes

**Books 9**

- 4:00 - Love Handles vs. Get Off Our Tips
- 5:00 - Secret Service over We Score... by 14
- 6:15 - Fighting Kernels vs. Jerry's Kids

**Books 8**

- 4:45 - Chestnut Mousse... over 4 Lung Cookies... by 9
- 5:30 - The Good, The Bad... vs. Dr. Ruth's Soldiers...
- 6:15 - Digger Stiffed Me... over Take It to the Crib

**Books 7**

- 4:00 - Ryan's Rabble Rousers over 5 Under 5'5" by 13
- 5:00 - 5 Girls... over We Wanna Score by 11
- 6:15 - G-Men vs. SwishKbob

**Books 6**

- 4:00 - Murphy's Men vs. Not A Chance in Hell
- 5:00 - 5 Girls... over We Wanna Score by 11
- 6:15 - G-Men vs. SwishKbob

**Books 5**

- 4:00 - The Mephistophelian Meatuses vs. We re Better
- 5:00 - Murphy's Bar over Howies Heroes by 12
- 6:15 - 5 Guys Who Get... over We Can't Play... by 9

**Books 4**

- 4:00 - Traveling Sleighbells over The Female Falts by 13
- 5:30 - The Rainmakers shot an unimpressive 37 percent from the floor and pulled down six rebounds.

**Books 3**

- 4:00 - Love Handles vs. Get Off Our Tips
- 5:00 - Secret Service over We Score... by 14
- 6:15 - Fighting Kernels vs. Jerry's Kids

**Books 2**

- 4:00 - Lenny's American Grill vs. Amadeus...
- 5:00 - Medicine in Motion... vs. Supreme Dorks
- 6:15 - Digger Stiffed Me... over Take It to the Crib

**Books 1**

- 4:00 - Corporate Raiders vs. The Keltic Savants
- 5:00 - MBA's vs. Barry Switzer, Al Capone...
- 6:15 - EZ Cats vs. The Faculty Jokes

**MISCELLANEOUS**

- 4:00 - Murphy's American Grill vs. Adabas
- 4:45 - Flipper... vs. Nasty Norm...
- 5:30 - The Good, The Bad... vs. Dr. Ruth's Soldiers
- 6:15 - The Big Stinks... vs. Hamburger Flats
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**We need someone with the outlook of a surgeon, the dedication of a marathoner and the courage of an explorer.**
Yelovich leads new but too few Irish receivers

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Associate Sports Editor

A couple of faces in new places, and not enough faces in general, have worked for the Notre Dame receiving corps this spring.

Notre Dame receivers coach Tony Yelovich, one of the new faces, has liked what he has seen of the receivers so far.

"There's been a steady progression," said Yelovich, who has moved over to the receivers after working for three years as the offensive line coach. "We're not close to where we want to be, but they've worked hard and the attitude's been super."

The biggest name among the receivers has been Raghib "Rocket" Ismail, another person whose role on the team has changed since last year's national championship season.

The freshman from Wilkes-Barre, Pa., moves from split end to flanker.

Ismail caught 12 passes for 331 yards in the regular season as a split end last fall. He had switched to split end from tailback in the first week of fall practices.

This latest switch should enable the Irish to run Ismail from the backfield on occasion and allow him to take more advantage of the speed that made him the nation's top kickoff returner last season.

"He definitely will play various positions for us," said Yelovich. "We'd like to have moved a lot faster progression-wise." Yelovich, who had worked as a collegiate offensive line coach for more than 20 seasons, is happy with the switch to receivers coach. For Yelovich, coaching itself is the most important thing.

"I really enjoy it, this is an area for me to broaden my scope," said Yelovich. "Anytime you have a chance to coach, it's enjoyable, no matter what position it is you're coaching."

LAST YEAR 7,514 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS STOPPED DRINKING AND DRIVING.

STUDENTS!!!
HERE'S THE BEST CUT
YOU'LL MAKE
ALL YEAR.

FLY THE MIDWAY CONNECTION® SAVE 10%

The Midway Connection® takes you to Chicago Midway Airport – the hassle-free, close-in airport.

Cut the coupon. And call your travel agent or call Midway Airlines® at 1-800-621-5700.

P.S. If you forget the coupon, it's O.K. Just show your student I.D.

© 1989 Midway Airlines, Inc.
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Freshman Raghib Ismail leads the Irish receiving corps in spring drills. Assistant Coach Tony Yelovich has taken over the job as Ismail and Pat Eilers are among the likely starters.
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CAMPUS EVENTS
7 p.m. InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Bible Study, Room 317 Lewis Hall.
7:30 p.m. Snite Museum of Art film “You Can’t Cheat an Honest Man,” Annex Auditorium.

LECTURE CIRCUIT
4 p.m. Anthropology and Kellogg Institute lecture “The Spirit Surgeons & Wounded Laws: Ideology and Spiritism in the Brazilian New Republic,” by David Hess, Colgate University, Room 131 Decio Faculty Hall.
4:15 p.m. Brazilian New Republic,” by David Hess, Colgate University, 122 Hayes-Healy.
4:15 p.m. Challenges and Opportunities for the 90’s,” by Chris Nolet, Room 4:15 p.m. "Honest Man,” Annenberg Auditorium.
7:30 p.m. "Prophetic Vision: Contemporary Women Novelists and the American Catholic Experience,” by Professor Anita Gandolfo, West Virginia University, Hesburgh Library Lounge.
7:30 p.m. "Women: Two Medieval Mystics,” by Elizabeth Dreyer, SMC Center for Spirituality lecture "Passionate Spirit,” SMC Center for Spirituality.

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Vassal
2. Freeway entrance or exit
3. Order around
4. Ulysean
5. Turn back
6. Military dining hall
7. Proverb
8. Start of a quip
9. "...You’ve Come Home, Bill Bailey?"
10. Ohio city
11. Suez and Kiel beverage
12. Con’s adversary
13. The—— of the prophet
14. Thing, in law
15. The Lives of a Buddhist ———
16. Sleeping beverage
17. Calo’s eight
18. End of the quip
19. Evening segment
20. Hamilton bill
21. More of the quip
22. Wage earner’s job
23. Carries
24. Former Spanish queen
25. Okla. city
26. Hamilton bill
27. Ultra
28. Melange
29. Be lonely for
30. Baked Meatloaf
31. Perjurer’s
32. Part of the quip
33. Horseshoe’s joint
34. Aesop’s ending
35. Gibraltar or Okla. city
36. Melange
37. The Lives of a Buddhist ———
38. Sweet potatoes
39.澹古
40. Saws wood container
41. Melange
42. Saws wood container
43. Furry pests
44. Former Spanish queen
45. Baked Meatloaf
46. Former Spanish queen
47. Baked Meatloaf
48. Former Spanish queen
49. Exotic island
50. "Off the Court" author
51. Current Comb form
52. Bring home the bacon
53. Sweet potatoes
54. Former Spanish queen
55. Current Comb form
56. "I New York in June”
57. Dior’s great asset
58. End of the quip
59. Landed
60. Melange
61. More of the quip
62. Ululate
63. More of the quip
64. Melange
65. More of the quip
66. Served
67. Military dining hall
68. Melange
69. Military dining hall
70. Former Spanish queen
71. Military dining hall
72. Melange
73. Military dining hall
74. Military dining hall
75. Military dining hall
76. Military dining hall
77. Military dining hall
78. Military dining hall
79. Military dining hall
80. Military dining hall

DOWN
1. Hit a fly
2. Apece
3. Actress
4. Hayworth
5. Table silver
6. Dwellers in the Eternal City
7. On the qui vive
8. Be lonely for
9. Luxurious
10. Chaos
11. Oct. ’s stone
12. Utah’s fly
13. Seattle ———
14. Great race horse
15. Boer assembly
16. Annoy
17. New Zealand native
18. Looks the joint
19. Hexay’s bell town
20. Norway’s ———
21. Former Spanish queen
22. Furry pests
23. Derelicts
24. Derelicts
25. Derelicts
26. Derelicts
27. Derelicts
28. Derelicts
29. Derelicts
30. Derelicts
31. Derelicts
32. Finer
33. Finer
34. Finer
35. Finer
36. Finer
37. Finer
38. Finer
39. Finer
40. Finer
41. Finer
42. Finer
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COMICS
BLOOM COUNTY
BERKE BREATHED
THE FAR SIDE
GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Questions?
Call 239-6171
By STEVE MEGARGEE
Associate Sports Editor

Led by a group of four underclassmen, the Notre Dame baseball team overcame a subpar performance to defeat Northwestern 10-8 Wednesday at Jake Kline Field.

Freshman first baseman Joe Binkiewicz drove in three runs for the Irish. Craig Counsell, another freshman, scored two runs, while catcher and classmate Jason Martinez scored a run with one RBI. Sophomore Mike Cois hit a key triple during Notre Dame's six-run rally in the fifth inning.

"Guys like Binkiewicz, Martinez, (Cory) Meeney—their toughness is a real positive for us," said Irish coach Pat Murphy. "I'm a little disappointed about our senior leadership of late, but it's nice to be saying this after we've beaten a Big Ten team.

Notre Dame (28-7), ranked 23rd by Baseball America and 24th by Collegiate Baseball / ESPN, plays Tri-State today at 3 p.m. at Jake Kline Field.

Wednesday's game started with one Irish freshman turning in a disappointing performance. Starting pitcher Brian Conway walked five batters and allowed three runs before leaving in the fifth inning.

"He pitched like a freshman," said Murphy. "I thought he was more mature and could handle it, but he was first start against a Big Ten team, and he didn't have his stuff."

Northwestern's Joe Perona hit a solo homer in the second inning to open the scoring. Conway walked three of the next four batters after Perona's blast, but the Wildcats left the bases loaded. Northwestern left 11 runners on base in the game, including five in the first two innings.

The Irish tied the score in their half of the second when Mike Mosher's bunt scored James Sasso from third. Mosher reached first on the play, but he was thrown out trying for second base in one of many Notre Dame miscues.

"We gave away a lot of bases and a lot of outs," said Murphy. "We didn't execute on bunts, we popped up a couple of bunts and misread plays in the outfield."

Conway's control problems helped Northwestern regain the lead in the fourth. After walking one batter and hitting another with a pitch, Conway gave up a run-scoring single to Tim Bueh. Northwestern added another run to take a 3-1 lead.

Tony Livorsi replaced Conway after Bueh's single, and the sophomore left-hander allowed only one earned run in his stint of 1 1/3 innings. Livorsi, who had been working mostly in short relief, recorded a complete game victory over Northwestern.

"He's proving to me that he can throw a third pitch for a strike," said Murphy. "When he only had one or two pitches, batters could get to him the second time around the lineup. 'He doesn't throw the ball very hard, but now he keeps them off-balance a little longer.'"

Notre Dame managed only two hits in the first three innings, as Northwestern's starting pitchers pitched almost every inning. It is a common practice of Big Ten teams to rotate pitchers and play short conference games in order to have them all rested for the weekend games against conference opponents.

---

**Offense leads 23rd-ranked team to 10-8 win**

Conway walked five batters and allowed three runs before leaving in the fifth inning.

"He pitched like a freshman," said Murphy. "I thought he was more mature and could handle it, but he was first start against a Big Ten team, and he didn't have his stuff."

Northwestern's Joe Perona hit a solo homer in the second inning to open the scoring. Conway walked three of the next four batters after Perona's blast, but the Wildcats left the bases loaded. Northwestern left 11 runners on base in the game, including five in the first two innings.

The Irish tied the score in their half of the second when Mike Mosher's bunt scored James Sasso from third. Mosher reached first on the play, but he was thrown out trying for second base in one of many Notre Dame miscues.

"We gave away a lot of bases and a lot of outs," said Murphy. "We didn't execute on bunts, we popped up a couple of bunts and misread plays in the outfield."

Conway's control problems helped Northwestern regain the lead in the fourth. After walking one batter and hitting another with a pitch, Conway gave up a run-scoring single to Tim Bueh. Northwestern added another run to take a 3-1 lead.

Tony Livorsi replaced Conway after Bueh's single, and the sophomore left-hander allowed only one earned run in his stint of 1 1/3 innings. Livorsi, who had been working mostly in short relief, recorded a complete game victory over Northwestern.

"He's proving to me that he can throw a third pitch for a strike," said Murphy. "When he only had one or two pitches, batters could get to him the second time around the lineup. 'He doesn't throw the ball very hard, but now he keeps them off-balance a little longer.'"

Notre Dame managed only two hits in the first three innings, as Northwestern's starting pitchers pitched almost every inning. It is a common practice of Big Ten teams to rotate pitchers and play short conference games in order to have them all rested for the weekend games against conference opponents.

---

The Observer / Paul Compton

Runners score the final home run past Northwestern catcher during Wednesday's game at Jake Kline Field.

---

**Underclassmen dominate as Irish edge Wildcats**

By BOB MITCHELL
Sports Writer

What began with 3,360 dreamy-eyed players has pruned to 652 determined players who all believe that they can make it to the Final Four of Bookstore XVIII. Anyone who has laced up the bookstore shoes can relate to the game.

"It was pretty fast paced and the game is a designated defender. "Steve Belles asked me during the day, "and I thought they obviously needed a designated defender."

"I am the epitome of a brick layer, and on the one shot I made, the wind was with me."

In other bookstore action, the Rainmakers undid Just Do It by an eight point margin. The Rainmakers are a solid, well balanced team.

---

**Conscious Party upset by Nods**

Steve Belles poured in 9-18 shots and pulled down 12 rebounds.

"I felt out of place with all those great athletes on the court," said Cordelli about his substitution role. "Steve Belles asked me during the day, and I thought they obviously needed a designated defender."

---

**Secret Service guarded their rivals well with Maraya Goyer and Rachel Hall pulling down 7 and 8 rebounds, respectively, to prevent Win Score Every Ten Minutes from scoring much at all. The game ended early with a score of 15-1. Five Girls and a Girl prevented Win Score Every Ten Minutes from having a good time in the first-round play as Mary Pat Ryan's Rabble Rousers, Tony's Tigers kissed their tournament dreams."

---

**Conscious Party upset by Nods**

Mike Obringer of Shooting Blanks lays the ball in during Bookstore action Wednesday. The Shooting Blanks defeated Sport Death 21-16 to advance in the tourney.

---

The Observer / Matt Minico